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The rich and famous Political Correctness and you;r
ss
)S by Allan Carter

It appears that "In The Courts" in the Daily Gleaner is becoming 
a column for naughty things that the rich and famous do. Wayne 
Careon, former Student Union president of UNB, entered no plea to 
a charge in court the other day. It seem; that Carson was "operating 
a boat towing a sld tube in a dangerous manner." He is to reappear 
in court on November 4 for a plea. Because of the seriousness of 
this charge. I believe all students at UNB should attend this court 
appearance in November and rally our support for Carson. If he 
wants to drive his boat dangerously the city should let him. After 
all, he acted out the position of president dangerously for one whole 
year, he should at least be able to do the same with his tvytt!

Fun! Fun! Fun! I hope everybody had the chance to read Jon 
Lazar's "weekly column" on die Student Union Page in last week’s 
Brunswickan. Jon Lazar, as a student at large, is one of your "watch 
dogs of the Student Union. He takes his job quite seriously, t 
week he really challenged the Student Union on many issues. One 
such challenging sentence was:

"This week's council meeting ran through the regular day 
to day goings on, including a few new upcoming events 
and ideas."

Wow! Thank goodness I know that! Gee, and to think the 
Student Union almost did that without me knowing.

Lazar expressed some concern to me when his column was 
moved from the News section to the Student Union Page. 
However, he said at least he wasn't in the Spectrum section of the 
paper since nobody reads it. Well, just to inform T-a^r we received 
more letters in Blood and Thunder last week from articles which 
were in Spectrum than we did from any other section of the 
newspaper.

I think the UNB Student Union page is appropriate for Lazar. 
After all, his column is merely Student Union propaganda. When I 
first heard that Lazar wanted to write a weekly column I was hopeful 
that it would become a column in which he would question some of 
the Student Union's actions and also make suggestions (which 
perhaps he could gather from students) about what the Student 
Union should be doing. There are many issues that need to be 
addressed and lately some have been placed on the back burner - SUB 
expansion is just one of them.

Anyhow, I love the new name for his column: "Funwump." I'm 
not sure what it exactly is supposed to mean, but maybe T-a*pr win 
explain its significance some time when he is finished patting the 
Student Union's back.

There is still hope. Perhaps Samantha Ferlatte the other student 
at large who was just elected in the by-elections will take a different 
approach. Lazar has informed us that we can look forward to her 
debuting as a "Bruns reporter/columnist on the SU page in the near 
future." If she does write a column I hope it proves to be a bit more 
controversial and interesting.

At Wednesday's council meeting the Student Union had to 
discuss what appeared to be hundreds of motions put forward by the 
Confederation of Students. Apparently, representatives from the 
Student Union will be attending a conference in which all of these 
motions will be discussed and voted on by all the university 
members of CFS. Now, while I did not listen to the whole meeting 
and I sympathize with anyone who has to sit through such a long 
meeting, I was discouraged by at least one statement I heard.

Apparently, one of CFS's mandates is to abolish tuition costs at 
universities. This is of course an ideal situation, but considering 
that tuition has been steadily increasing every year it probably isn't 
a bad mandate. They propose that since the government whines that 
they have no money to put towards educational issues, they should 
tax large corporations in order to produce the money and lower 
tuition costs. One councillor felt that this idea would not work and 
said that CFS should not even deal with such issues. Well then 
what should CFS do? Perhaps they should lobby for cheaper beer 
prices or better milk in cafeterias across Canada. Or maybe they 
should create new Student Union logos. I know, how about they 
lobby for less classes? To me this suggestion was absurd and I'm 
surprised no other councillor challenged it

Perhaps a student at large may what to tackle this issue in 
his/her next column. Just a suggestion.

What is it with the classroom clocks in Singer Hall? Either the 
time is wrong or the second hand is doing a never-ending circle 
dance. Whatever the problem, I hope it is corrected soon because it's 
quite irritating and it's keeping me awake.

Oh, by the way, for some reason it completely, I mean utterly 
completely, slipped my mind to inform you of my reason for 
spelling "here" wrong in a Mugwump. Well, I have a reason for 
not telling you my reason. Is that dear? Good.

Ducks' butts: Aren't they poetic?

by Kwame Dawes
re

There «anew mailt in circulation today. If you really want to get to some one without sticks and 
stones, call them Politically Correct" It has been effectively stigmatized by those who wercagainst 
snnohf1^1 m p81 placc‘,Afticles “* Tines* Newsweek, MacLean's and the Globe and Mail have

what they were 3VC gmded much of ^ thou8hts and values for years and a quest to show them up for

But any struggle for change almost always will degenerate into clearly demarcated camps because
SatCn4Senu?e !™\my “ <luite clcarly identified. Such simplistic rcductionism is 

inherent in the practice of blacks regarding all whites as enemies in the struggle for their freedom or 
in women regarding aU men as enemies in their struggle for equal rights. But let us understand that 
those who create this Mamchean structure of waning camps are not always the oppressed who are 

to change things. It is a crucial and effective strategy of the dominant group to try and 
establish the protesting groups as easily defined enemies, as well In the process they establish a series 
of simpüsüc characteristic that they associate with the protesting group and try and make those traits 
detine the group. The result is quite clear in the case of the politically correct
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movement
These days, people will insult you by screaming "You politically correct little pig!" What they are 

^ying you a whinning little do-gooder whose instincts have led to an absurd philosophy

possess has caused fear among some of the old vanguard because the political correctness movement

<sz ~L7t XT zxrsdefining them as a single movement because from where s/he stands they constitute one large force. 
(Germany, when attacked from die east by Russia and from the west by American and Britain saw all 
brnthL^h^Thetfrnnts<^ffered but ^ was all.) These groups may seem completely unrelated, 
to ^ CrydfSCnminaUlon’ ** sound of their combined screams becomes impossible
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has led to an unfortunate state of affairs. Rather than place pressure on the dominant 
lass to change, it has granted bigots, racists and jerks a wonderful excuse to continue on as they will
WfiÈffMÈWMM

früvn^î10" ThY caf?- a^°Ut W,U dcclarc them to be "feminists" or worse, "politically correct
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f 1I^P ,CaÜ1°nS of *e thl"8s people do. If I discover that their intent is to discriminate 
1 r,d »>eak °Ut 3gain?t *eir actions- And no one is exempt from this kind of scrutiny I 

^<P° r,CaI!y COrrect 10 chaUenge the elements of facism and intolerance apparent in some 
advocates of political correctness. I treat political correctness as a subjective entity that is as personal 
*L™y views on abortion, rebgion^ masturbation and eating. Surely correctness is a concepts 
rooted on subjective experience. This does not mean it is not political. Nor does it mean that I can not 
expect others to share my views. What it means is that I am constantly aware that what I deem to be 
politically correct is a product of my history, social-setting, and education. This gives 
important safety-valve of self-reflexivity, but it does 
challenging the values of others.

I will therefore not be insulted by those who try to silence me by declaring my views to be 
politically correct Of course I think they are correct that is why I hold to them. I suspect also that 
those who regard themselves as my opponents share the same dogged belief in what they speak about 
My point is that all advocates of political values regard their positions as politically correct Ali 
that has happened recently is that one group has decided to undermine the credibility of the other 
group by placing into question the values of the latter group. It is a clever tactic that seems to have 
worked well. I encourage people to forget the labels and try and establish in themselves their own 
concept of what is fair in the arena of values and ideas. We are all political correct - or we think we 
3T6, anyway.

Here is a small test. Wlut would the "politically correct* folk? «av oKau» »ka v_ .
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